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HELPFUL HEROES: 
UNDERSTANDING OUR EMOTIONS
WITH CHRISTIE

LEARNING OUTCOMES
Students know:

 Ĕ How to recognise and talk about their emotions, including having 
a varied vocabulary of words to use when talking about their own 
and others’ feelings.

 Ĕ How to recognise that feelings can change over time and range in 
intensity

LEARNING OBJECTIVES
Students will:

 Ĕ Explore emotions and discuss what they mean
 Ĕ Understand the importance of sharing how we are feeling and 

listening to others
 Ĕ Use drama to practice being ‘Helpful Heroes’ so that we can 

support each others’ mental health

RESOURCES 
 Ĕ Video Workshop: Helpful Heroes with Christie 

VIDEO 
WORKSHOP
KEY STAGE 2
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LESSON PLAN
Instructions are on screen in the video. 
Pause the video at each instruction while your students complete the task. 

WARM UP | 5 MINS
1. Choose a volunteer to stand up and act out as many emotions as possible in 1 minute.
2. Write a list of all the emotions the class have come up with and have a discussion about 

these.

TALKING ABOUT EMOTIONS | 10 MINS

1. Think of a time when you, or someone you know, felt their emotions were too much
2. In pairs, share your story before swapping over

PRACTISING BEING HELPFUL HEROES | 10 MINS

1. Think about a ‘Helpful Hero Hint’ to help your partner with their emotion

2. Come up with an action to go with your piece of advice

3. Share with your class

HELPFUL HERO NEWS STORIES | 20 MINS
1. In groups, imagine you are creating a breaking news story that teaches people about 

emotions, and helps them understand how they are feeling
2. Perform your News Reports to the class
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